CORPORATE BROCHURE

WHO WE ARE
After working for 12 years at
NASA and managing a 5 billion
dollar science budget, Omar de Frias
walked away from a $200,000 a year
job to follow his passion for cigars.
From inception, Fratello Cigars has
earned 90+ ratings in all major US
publications and has been featured
in over 30 publications including
The Washington Post, Tobacconist
Magazine and Cigar Aficionado.
Fratello Cigars is currently being sold
in 42 U.S States, over 800 retailers
and 15 countries. Manufacturing of
Fratello is located in the Dominican
Republic and Nicaragua.

CLASSICO

RATED 91
Cigar Aficionado
&
Cigar Snob

Fratello Cigars made its debut with the
Classico blend in 2013. Spicy and creamy,
Classico provides undertones of leather and
also pepper with a very clean full body finish.
W: Nicaragua
B: Ecuador
F: Peru | Nicaragua

“When your product is
as good as Fratello, then
leaving NASA maybe is
a risk to be taken”.
- The Cigar Authority

Manufacturer: Joya de Nicaragua - NI

Profile: Medium to Full
Vitolas:
Corona (5 ½ x 46)
Robusto (5 ½ x 52)
Toro (6 ¼ x 54)

Timacle (6 x 60)
Boxer (6 ¼ x 52
Piccolo (4 x 34)

BIANCO
Bianco is the smoothest maduro blend
on the market. This combination of
fillers imparts cocoa notes, earthiness
and creaminess from start to finish.

RATED 93
Cigar Coop

W: Mexico
B: Dominican Republic
F: USA | Nicaragua | Peru
Profile: Medium
Vitolas:
Bianco I (6 ¼ x 44)
Bianco IV (6 ½ x 54)
Bianco II (6 x 50)
Boxer (6 ¼ x 52)
Bianco III (5 x 56)

“This is the best
cigar I’ve smoked
in recent memory.”
- Cigar Craig

Manufacturer: Joya de Nicaragua - NI

ORO

RATED 92
Halfwheel

Top 25 2016

Fratello Oro is exuberant in smoke and
flavor nuances. The creaminess, dry fruit
and subtle pepper from the Dominican
Ligero bounces right off the sweetness
of the Cameroon binder.
W: Ecuador
B: Africa
F: Colombia | DR | Nicaragua

“It’s a very aromatic cigar,
very creamy... It’s a great
way to start the day. It’s a
nice combination of different
flavors and experiences.”
- Cigar Vixen

Manufacturer: La Aurora – DR

Profile: Mild to Medium
Vitolas:
Corona (5 ½ x 47)
Gordo (6 x 60)
Robusto (5 x 50)
Shorty (4 x 58)
Toro (6 ¼ x 54)
Boxer (6 ¼ x 52)

NAVETTA
Blended with three-year-old aged
tobaccos, Navetta tells the story of a
single farm in Nicaragua. This rich and
dark soil imprints those nuances into
our most complex blend to date.
W: Ecuador
B: Dominican Republic
F: Nicaragua
Profile: Medium to Full
Vitolas:
Discovery (5 x 50)
Endeavor (6 ¼ x 54)
Atlantis (6 ¼ x 52)
Enterprise (6 x 60)

RATED 93
The Cigar Authority
Top 25 2017

“Culminated into a
fantastic finish that
literally had me burning
my fingers to keep from
ending.”
- Brian Burt (Halfwheel)

Manufacturer: Joya de Nicaragua - NI

INVERSO

RATED 90
Cigar Snob

Inverse in Italian, this cigar is the result
of inversing all the tobaccos under its
predecessor the Fratello Navetta. This
created a creamier medium body blend,
with layers of cocoa and tea spices.
W: Nicaragua
B: Ecuador
F: DR | Nicaragua
Profile: Medium

“The draw was perfect.
The flavors of chocolate,
marshmallow, and toasty
richness were perfect.”
- CigarScore

Manufacturer: Joya de Nicaragua - NI

Vitolas:
Corona (5 7/8 x 46) Robusto (5 ¼ X 54)
Toro (6 ¼ x 54)
Boxer (6 ¼ x 52)

ARLEQUIN
Arlequin is a 16th century Italian theater
character. This extroverted cigar
imparts notes of cinnamon, multiple
layers of sweetness and Mediterranean
spices with a very smooth finish.

NEW
Release

W: Mexico
B: Ecuador
F: Peru | Nicaragua
Profile: Medium to Full
Box Pressed Vitolas:
Robusto (5 ½ x 52)
Toro (6 ¼ x 54)

“Different flavors, well
mixed, well balanced. There
is a lot of evolution and
development in this cigar.”
- Ministry of Cigars

Manufacturer: Joya de Nicaragua - NI

CAMO

RATED 82
Halfwheel

The Fratello Camo is the highest rated
“Bundle” cigar in the history of
Halfwheel. It comes in three long-filler
blends.
Fratello Blue (Maduro)
Fratello Rosso (Habano)
Fratello Verde (Connecticut)

“Hard to believe
this is roughly a
three-dollar cigar”

Profile: Mild - Medium - Full
Vitolas:

Kevin Acuff (Cigar Dojo)

Robusto (5 X 50)

“As well-constructed
cigar as I’ve smoked
in recent memory.”
Patrick (Halfwheel)

Manufacturer: La Aurora - DR

Toro (6 X 50)

FRESH PACKS
The Fratello Fresh Pack include four
different Toro 6x50 cigars, sealed in a
humidified bag. This sampler is perfect
for golf outings and holds the Sorella
blend, available only in Fratello Cigars
international markets.
Profile: Medium
Vitolas:
Classico | Bianco | Arlequin | Sorella

“Overall, the Fratello Sorella
delivers a balanced smoke. Great
Construction and Harmony”
- Cigars Lovers Magazine

ACCESORIES
Fratello Hat:
Adjustable back closure with a
custom fit to ensure maximum
comfort and a secure fit at all times.
Fratello Lighter:
This four jet flame lighter is
equipped with a high quality zinc
alloy, which is more durable and
sturdy compared to other
materials.
Fratello Ashtray:
Durable melamine ashtray equipped
to rest up to four cigars, dishwasher
safe and perfect for indoor and
outdoor use.

